
Communicate in short sentences.
Give the person time to process what you have said and to respond.
Listen to what they are saying.
Give positive instructions 'shall we go here? instead of 'don't go there'.
Avoid arguing, disagreeing or correcting as this may lead to frustration.
Sit and hold their hand, if they will accept this.
Use distraction - change of scenery, offer a drink, snack, try an activity below.

Close others' bedroom doors, unless this poses a risk, as they are less likely to open a closed door.
Can a portion of the unit be given over to them, so they have the space to move around?
If you are trying to get the person to stop doing something (i.e. walking), you may have to walk with
them and match their speed, then gradually change the rhythm or pattern rather than opposing them.

Activities 

Calming Techniques

To support people's changing behaviours, here's some techniques to help:

If the person cannot be encouraged to remain in their room and there is a need to try and keep
them away from other residents as they have symptoms of Covid-19

To help assist with the calming techniques, maybe try some of these activities with customers:

Physical exercise - 
Walking in an area which is isolated or has access to the
outdoors, dancing/swaying to music or chair based
exercise that will help keep them moving whilst isolating.

Doll or pet therapy - 
This can help with reassurance and reduce anxiety.

Rummage Bag -
Ask family members to provide a bag or a box and add
in personal items. Family can provide items that can be
washed or wiped clean - however unique that customer.

Occupation -
Ask family members what the customers occupation
was, is there a repetitive task that they could mimic,
ordering of papers, folding or tidying drawers. 

Favourite music / TV show  -
These can be used as a distraction, pleasure or bringing
back memories.

For other activity ideas check out our Covid-19 update page on the website 
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